The effects of segment-segment interactions on the static and dynamical properties of model polymer solutions are examined by Brownian dynamics simulations in the free-draining limit over a wide concentration range. A bead-and-spring model is used to describe the polymer chains at a coarse-grained level, in which segment-segment interactions are represented by a bead-bead pair potential with a Gaussian analytic form, ␤u ev (r)ϭA exp(Ϫr 2 /2 2 ), where ␤ϭ1/k B T and A and are characteristic energy and distance scales, respectively. The chain dimensions, self-diffusion coefficient, and viscosity of the systems are studied as functions of number density of beads of the system, , at given excluded-volume potential parameters, A and . Our results show that in the limit of infinite dilution even for short chains (Nϳ10) there is statistically significant scaling behavior in the static and dynamical properties. For a system with given values of A and the change in polymer coil size shows a realistic trend as the concentration of the system increases. In the dilute and concentrated regions the coil size decreases as a result of increasing interchain repulsions, while in the highly concentrated region the coil size increases again, showing a return to Rouse-like behavior because the intrapolymer and interpolymer segment-segment interactions become effectively indistinguishable for an arbitrary bead and to a large extent are ''balanced out.'' In the limit of infinite dilution, the self-diffusion coefficient of the center of mass, D cm , depends on N only and not on the potential parameter A, while in contrast the specific viscosity sp depends on both N and A. As the concentration increases D cm decreases and sp increases consistent with the behavior of real polymers. When the system becomes highly concentrated, however, both D cm and sp unrealistically return to the Rouse limit. This suggests that from the concentrated region upward in concentration, the entanglement or the topological constraints caused by the physical connectivity of the chains significantly influence their dynamical behavior. The mean-field segment-segment interactions or excluded-volume effects incorporated in the current coarse-grained bead-spring approach cannot capture this entanglement effect, and therefore give rise to unrealistic dynamical behavior in the concentrated regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polymer chains in solution exhibit many interesting structural and rheological features in different concentration regions. Experiments show that despite the complexity of polymers and a wide variation in atom-level detail, their macroscopic/coarse-grained behavior follows universal scaling laws ͓1-6͔. This is the case even for biopolymers that have more specific interactions between the backbone and side chains of the molecule than synthetic polymers ͓7-9͔. Based on the observation that the macroscopic behavior of polymer molecules is dominated by a characteristic length scale of the molecule, various scaling theories have been proposed that give coarse-grained predictions for structural and dynamical properties in different concentration regions ͓10-13͔, and which have been confirmed to a large extent by both experiment ͓14-17͔ and computer simulation ͓18-25͔. While the properties of polymer chains at infinite dilution and in the melt state have often been simulated, there is a need for similar studies in the intermediate region for solutions, where the correlation length of density fluctuations is comparable to the coil size of the polymers, and also at higher concentrations approaching the melt limit. In this study we have carried out Brownian dynamics simulations for a system of bead-and-spring chains in this concentration range as well as at infinite dilution.
The physical properties of a polymer solution are determined by at least four features of the polymer molecules: ͑a͒ the connectivity of the backbone, ͑b͒ the segment-segment interactions, ͑c͒ the hydrodynamic interactions ͑HI͒ between polymer segments and solvent molecules, and ͑d͒ the uncrossability of the chains, which cause entanglement at the molecular level. While it could reasonably be argued that many-body hydodynamic interactions can be neglected at high concentrations and entanglement in dilute solution, the connectivity of the backbone and the segment-segment interactions are effective throughout the whole concentration region. In this study we have focused on the connectivity and the segment-segment interactions to investigate their contribution to both structural and dynamical properties of polymer chains in solution. Also, the absence of true molecularlevel topological entanglement in our model allows us to draw some conclusions as to its possible consequences.
The simplest model to describe the connectivity of a polymer chain is the Rouse model ͓26͔, in which a polymer chain is described in terms of a set of N beads linked sequentially by NϪ1 linear springs with a potential ␤u(l)ϭ 3 2 l 2 , where ␤ϭ1/k B T and l is the spring bond vector between two linked beads. Although the spring potentials enable correlated movements of the beads along the chain, the beads are not physically linked and the chains can cross each other freely.
Excluded volume ͑EV͒ has been introduced in the form of bead-bead interactions to prevent two beads from occupying the same space ͓27-29͔. However, the way the EV potential is defined means that it reflects both the chain chemistry and the solvent quality, F ev ϭF 0 ϩF m , where F 0 is the repulsive force between any two unlinked beads when the chains are in vacuum and F m is the solvent mediation force caused by the bead-solvent interactions when the chains are immersed in a solvent. Obviously, F 0 depends on the molecular details of the chain. The stronger the F 0 , the stiffer the chain. F m depends on the affinity of the chains towards the solvent. If the bead-solvent interactions tend to pull the beads apart, F m is repulsive; otherwise it is attractive. The total force, the socalled ''excluded-volume force,'' determines the quality of the solvent for a given polymer. In a good solvent, F ev Ͼ0 and the repulsions keep the beads further apart than for the Rouse chains. In a bad solvent, F ev Ͻ0 and the beads are forced together, causing the chains to tend to collapse. In a solvent, F ev ϭ0, there are no net forces between unlinked beads, and the chains reduce to Rouse chains. The consequences of the total force F ev is called the excluded-volume ͑EV͒ effect.
The EV force plays an important role in polymer solutions and this can be represented by a simple pair potential between the beads. From a theoretical point of view, the effects of the analytical form of the EV potential on the structural and dynamical properties of these systems are largely unknown. In this work we propose a model EV potential and have carried out Brownian dynamics ͑BD͒ simulations on these model polymer solutions to examine its effect on the behavior of polymer chains in solution. We explore the statistical distribution of the chain segments, the diffusion coefficient of the center of mass, and the viscosity. We have investigated a wide concentration range spanning either side of the chain overlap concentration, *, which we will define precisely below.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Consider a solution of N ch bead-spring chains in a volume V with spring potential u sp (⌬l) and EV potential u ev (r). Let l be the spring bond vector between any two linked beads, r the distance between any two unlinked beads, and ⌬lϭl Ϫl 0 , with the subscript 0 indicating the natural state of the spring. The number density of the chains in the system is ch ϵN ch /V and the number density of beads is ϵNN ch /V, where N is the number of beads per chain. In a solvent, if the many-body hydrodynamic interactions ͑MHI͒ are neglected, the chains behave like Rouse chains. In a good solvent, however, the EV interactions are influential. At extreme dilution, the chains are essentially isolated, and therefore intrachain EV effects dominate, although chains do interact occasionally because of their open structure. The intrachain EV effect pushes the beads away from each other, causing the chain to swell. The chains form larger coils than in a solvent. As the solution becomes more concentrated, the chains increasingly interact with and interpenetrate each other so that the interactions between the beads from different chains become more important. For any bead on a given chain it increasingly experiences the effects of beads from other chains. As a result, the intrachain EV effect becomes less important and the chains shrink. When the system becomes highly concentrated, the system is more homogeneous and the density fluctuations decrease in magnitude. On average, the forces on each bead tend to balance out because of the high level of occupation of the first coordination shell. The beads begin to lose awareness of the connectivity of the chains since, because the beads are packed closely together, it is difficult for any particular bead to distinguish which chains other beads belong to. The net force on a given bead exerted by the surrounding beads tends to zero and the chains become, in the limit of the melt, Rouselike chains again.
We will term the region where intrachain repulsions dominate as ''dilute,'' the region where interchain repulsions dominate as ''concentrated,'' and the region where intrachain and interchain repulsions are undistinguishable as ''highly concentrated.'' In the beginning of the concentrated range, there is a region where the chain density ch is still very low despite the high bead density . This region is called ''semidilute.'' The longer the chains, the more extended the semidilute region.
We can define an overlap density,
where R gyr is the root-mean-square radius of gyration of the polymer chains at * ͑which is quite close to the infinite dilution value͒. This is the number density of beads when chains start to overlap, providing a geometrical prescription for the transition from dilute region to concentrated region. The open structure of the chain molecules ensures that once the system leaves the limit of infinite dilution, the interchain interactions gradually increase so that * does not represent a phase transition. There are various theories attempting to explain the behavior of polymer solutions in these different concentration ranges. While theories for infinite dilute systems and the melt are very successful, more needs to be done for the concentrated region. We summarize here some established scaling laws so that we can conveniently compare our simulation results with them ͓30͔. We denote the root-mean-square bond length (͗l 2 ͘) 1/2 as b, and the position vector of bead j as R j . In the limit of infinite dilution we have the following relations. The mean-square distance between any two beads m and n on the same chain, S mn 2 , is
where is an exponent that depends on the solvent quality. The mean-square radius of gyration, R gyr 2 , is
where R cm is the position of the center of mass of the chain defined by
Turning now to dynamical properties, the self-diffusion coefficient for the center of mass of the chain, D cm , is The above results are calculated from self-avoiding chains, for which the EV potential is taken as a delta function. In a solvent, self-avoiding chains become Rouse chains. If we take into account many-body hydrodynamic interactions in self-avoiding chains, we obtain the Zimm model ͓31͔. It is important to include MHI effects to obtain realistic values for the dynamic scaling exponents D and . If we take the value 0.6 for , the Zimm model values agree well with those obtained for real polymers, i.e., D ϭ0.5, ϭ0.5 in a solvent and D ϭ0.6, ϭ0.8 in a good solvent. However, the values of the static scaling exponent agree well with real polymers under different solvent conditions without the need for MHI in the model.
In concentrated solutions, the situation becomes more complicated. Since the concentration fluctuations are still large and the correlations between segments are strong, a polymer solution in the concentrated region assumes critical behavior. The influence of the number density of beads on the static and dynamic properties of the polymer solution can be analyzed using scaling arguments that in a good solvent give the following predictions for the density dependence of the static and dynamical properties ͓13,30͔:
where ϭ(1Ϫ2)/2(3Ϫ1), D ϭ(2Ϫ)/(3Ϫ1), and ϭ3/(3Ϫ1). For ϭ0.6 we have ϭϪ0.125, D ϭϪ1.75, and ϭ3.75, respectively.
III. SIMULATION AND MODEL DETAILS
Our model system consists of N ch linear spring-and-bead chains each with N identical beads. The position vector for a bead j is R j , the spring bond vector between any two linked beads is l k ϵR kϩ1 ϪR k , and the distance between any two unlinked beads is r mn ϵR n ϪR m . We assume that the Brownian forces acting on the beads are uncorrelated and therefore the long-time dynamics of the beads satisfy the position Langevin equation ͓32,33͔. Neglecting many-body hydrodynamic interactions, we have for bead j a bead position update scheme in a form convenient for simulation ͓34͔,
where is the friction coefficient of the bead characterizing the bead-solvent interaction, and ⌬R j G is a random Brownian displacement acting on bead j taken from a Gaussian random number generator. The thermodynamic or excluded-volume force F j on a bead is determined by the potential field of the system, which here has two parts-the sum of the spring forces from the two beads linked to it and the sum of the EV forces from all the unlinked beads around it.
Two analytic forms of spring potential were used in our simulations. For the class of systems denoted by the key, F0, we used a linear spring with zero natural length i.e., l 0 ϭ0.0 so that ⌬lϭl and the interaction potential was,
where H is a characteristic energy. This is the spring potential used in the Rouse model. For the class of systems denoted by F1, we use a finitely extendible nonlinear elastic ͑FENE͒ spring model ͓35͔ that has a nonzero equilibrium natural length l 0 and a maximum extension ⌬l max ,
where ⌬lϭ͉lϪl 0 ͉. We used the values Hϭ3.0 and ⌬l max ϭ3.0l 0 in this study. The FENE spring potential for F1 systems guarantees that the springs do not get overstretched at high concentrations. In the limit ⌬l→0 the FENE potential reduces to a linear harmonic spring interaction potential, ␤u(⌬l)ϭ 3 2 ⌬l 2 . Turning now to the nonbonded interaction, the EV potential we used had a Gaussian analytical form,
where sets the range of the potential and A the energy scale or strength of the interaction. Despite this seemingly arbitrary choice, it is a plausible potential form, since it allows for progressively more difficult interpenetration of the beads as the values of A and increase. The barrier height at r ϭ0 is finite, however. This is a realistic feature, because each bead represents a substantial section of a polymer chain. The dimensionless exponential prefactor A reflects the quality of the solvent. Aр0 represents a system of polymer chains in a bad solvent, Aϭ0 the chains in a solvent, and AϾ0 the chains in a good solvent. The strength and the interaction range of the spring potential and the EV potential ͑on the left͒ are shown in Fig. 1 . We can see that the FENE potential prevents the bead-bead bond length from becoming too elongated.
From the positions and forces we can calculate the specific viscosity of the system using the appropriate GreenKubo formula ͓36͔,
where V is the volume of the system and J ␣␤ is an offdiagonal component of the momentum flux tensor J which is related to the pressure tensor P by JϭVP. The ͑s-s͒ integral involving the second term on the right-hand side represents the contribution from the solvent alone. There are polymer and solvent contributions to J so that, decomposed into its components,
͑17͒
The subscript s indicates the momentum flux from the pure solvent, p the contribution from the polymer potential parts, and 0 the contribution from the solvent part. Only the first ͑p-p͒ polymer contribution in Eq. ͑17͒ is important in this context, since we assume in our model that there is no correlation between the polymer and the solvent. Therefore, the ͑p-0͒ and ͑0-p͒ terms are statistically zero. Also, we can assume the ͑0-0͒ and ͑s-s͒ correlation functions are identical. We therefore have only the ͑p-p͒ term left, which dominates anyway with increasing concentration, since it is the most slowly decaying correlation function ͓37,38͔,
where the correlation function is
f i j being the force exerted on bead i by bead j and r i j␣ being the ␣ component of the pair separation r i j .
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
BD simulations were carried out for both F0 and F1 systems with varying EV strengths A, different chain lengths N, and at a series of concentrations. During the simulation the following quantities were set to unity for computational convenience: the thermal energy k B T, the friction coefficient , mass of the bead m, viscosity of the solvent s , the rootmean-square bond length b of the Rouse chain, and the natural spring bond length l 0 for the F1 potential model. All other quantities are in reduced units. In such a case, the time step for the simulation is proportional to the mean-square random displacement of a bead,
͑21͒
After several exploratory simulations, we chose
.05 for most of the concentrations. However, for highly concentrated systems, i.e., Ͼ35.0, ͗(⌬R i␣ G ) 2 ͘ ϭ0.04 was used to employ smaller time steps. The number of chains in the system was typically N ch ϭ20 for dilute systems and set to different values from N ch ϭ40 to N ch ϭ200 for concentrated systems. A typical simulation that gave adequate statistics lasted for about four million time steps.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our model EV potential given in Eq. ͑15͒ had two adjustable parameters, which we call the affinity factor A and the potential range . The former determines the quality of the solvent and the latter determines, among other things, the stiffness of the chain. To examine the behavior of flexible chains in solutions of finite concentration, we need to make sure that the parameters are suitably chosen so that our system represents flexible chains in a good solvent. We carried out exploratory simulations in the limit of infinite dilution to determine these parameters. Also, an appropriate value of N, the number of beads per chain, had to be chosen such that the chains were polymerlike and yet not too computationally expensive to calculate. The value of the scaling exponent in Eq. ͑2͒ reflects the stiffness of the chain. In a good solvent, Ͼ0.8, indicates a stiff chain. We performed a number of simulations using the model F0 potential type with different A and values. The values of the scaling exponent obtained from these simulations with the different potential parameters are listed in Table I . In a solvent, the calculated value of was, within statistical uncertainty, the Rouse value of 0.5, as expected. For ϭ0.25, as the affinity factor A increases from 1.0 to 75.0, the value of increased from 0.56 to 0.63, reflecting the behavior of flexible chains as the quality of the solvent improves. For the case Aϭ1.0 and ϭ1.0 we have ϭ0.794, which indicates that the chains were relatively stiff. The effect of on the scaling behavior is shown clearly in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒. We used ϭ0.25 in all subsequent simulations to ensure sufficiently flexible chains throughout this study.
In the following sections we first look at the influences of solvent quality and chain length on the properties of the polymer coils in the limit →0. Then we examine the changes in these model polymer solutions brought about by increasing concentration.
A. Behavior at infinite dilution
In the limit of infinite dilution, i.e., →0, there are no interactions between unlinked beads under conditions and a flexible polymer chain therefore assumes a Gaussian conformational distribution between any two beads m and n on the chain. In a good solvent, since →0, there are no interchain excluded-volume interactions so that in this limit the deviation from the Gaussian chain behavior is caused solely by intrachain EV interactions. These intrachain EV repulsions push the beads further apart so that the chains form larger coils than in a solvent. The longer the chain, the more pronounced this intrachain EV effect. Figures 3͑a͒ and  3͑b͒ show the distribution of the radius of gyration, W(R gyr ), as a function of chain length for both systems under and good solvent conditions. For a given polymer the coil size in a good solvent is larger than in the solvent. This difference in size is enhanced as the number of beads per chain N increases, since the longer chains presumably have greater scope for expansion. These effects are also clearly shown in the data listed in Table II. First we look at the simulation results of the root-meansquare ͑rms͒ bond length b, listed in Table II . In a solvent ͑i.e., Aϭ0.0͒ the quantity b is independent of N for both classes of systems. We found bϭ1.003Ϯ0.001 for the F0 series and bϭ1.535Ϯ0.001 for the F1 series. As the quality of the solvent became better, i.e., as A increased, the intrachain EV repulsions caused the springs to expand slightly. The larger the value of A the greater the elongation and also, for a given value of A, the elongation increased with chain length, N. Nevertheless, on the whole, the increase in bond length b was small, i.e., Ͻ8% for the F0 series and Ͻ3% for the F1 series. This suggests that the F1 spring potential was a more realistic representation of the polymer than the Rouse interactions, presumably because segments of a real polymer chain are not so easily deformed.
Within the statistical uncertainty, the results of our simulations are in agreement with the scaling laws ͓Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͔͒ that describe the dimensions of the polymer coils in the limit of infinite dilution. The reduced quantities that represent the chain dimensions are S ee *ϵS ee /b, S me * ϵS me /b, and R gyr * ϵR gyr /b. These quantities for various system parameters are listed in Table II , as well as the scaling exponent calculated from them. The average deviation for the values of these quantities obtained from simulation is Ϯ0.006. Fig-FIG. 2 . Effects of u ev (r) with different A and on the scaling behavior of the F0 system in the limit →0. ͑a͒ Root-mean-square distance between two beads m and n on the same chain, S mn , as a function of ͉mϪn͉; ͑b͒ Radius of gyration R gyr as a function of number of beads per chain, N. ures 2͑a͒ and 4͑a͒ give the root-mean-square distance between the two beads m and n, S mn , as a function of ͉nϪm͉, i.e., for end-to-end distance S ee ͉nϪm͉ϭNϪ1 and for middle-to-end distance S me ͉nϪm͉ϭN/2Ϫ1. Figures 2͑b͒  and 4͑b͒ show the root-mean-square radius of gyration as a function of N. For the system of type F0 with Nϭ4, the reduced middleto-end distance S me * decreased slightly as the solvent became better, which indicates that the chain was perhaps too short for the observance of true scaling behavior, and therefore we calculated only using systems with Nу8. For the F0 series the values of calculated from S ee * and S me * are statistically indistinguishable, while the values of calculated from R gyr * are somewhat larger, e.g., for the F0 system with Aϭ8.0 we found ϭ0.597 from R gyr * but ϭ0.572 from S ee * . We assume that this difference is caused by the limited value of the chain length N. As the chains became longer the difference between the values calculated from S ee * and from R gyr * was reduced, as was the case of F1 series. Also for the F1 series in good solvents, as the chains became longer the values calculated from S ee * were seen to be larger than those calculated from S me * , which seems to suggest that this end-chain effect is more pronounced in a good solvent.
We will use the average of the values determined by S me * , S ee * , and R gyr * as the index for solvent quality. In a solvent, for both F0 and F1 systems, the average value of is 0.500Ϯ0.003, indicating Rouse behavior. As the affinity factor A increases we find that increases above 0.5, indicating a better solvent. The F0 system with Aϭ8.0 gives a Table III . In a solvent, because we are in the free-draining limit, D takes the form 1/N, the value of Rouse chains, as expected. Significantly, this data also shows that solvent quality does not influence this N Ϫ1 dependence. Moreover, despite the fact that the bond length b of F1 system is longer than that of F0 system with the same N, the value of D cm for the two systems are, within statistical uncertainty, the same. These results show that in the infinite dilution limit the diffusion behavior of the center of mass is independent of the interaction law between the beads.
The scaling relations between intrinsic viscosity ͓͔ and number of beads per chain N given by Eq. ͑5͒ for different interaction parameters are shown in Fig. 6 . The values of the scaling exponent were calculated and they are listed in Table IV . The scaling exponent у1, which is expected, since we are in the free-draining limit. Although the absolute values of are therefore physically unrealistic, it is interesting to look at the quantity ⌬ ϵ Ϫ (). For flexible real polymers varies in the range 0.5-0.8 in good solvents with ()ϭ0.5 in solvent, therefore giving ⌬ in the range 0.0ϳ0.3. Our results for both series fall in this range, which suggests that in the infinite dilution limit the quantity ⌬ is only weakly dependent on the presence of manybody hydrodynamic interactions, and the MHI contribution to from a polymer chain in a good solvent is the similar to that for a polymer in a solvent.
B. Behavior at finite concentrations
At finite polymer concentration, the interchain EV forces become increasingly important. There are three distinguishable regimes. In the dilute region, because of the interchain repulsions, the polymer chains avoid overlap on approach by shrinking into slightly smaller coils. As a result, the polymers behave like isolated coils that only interact occasionally. In the concentrated region, the system becomes more crowded and the coils are forced to overlap for extended periods. They begin to interpenetrate, which reduces the net effect of the intrachain repulsion energy. In the highly concentrated region, the density fluctuations are greatly suppressed and each bead is surrounded by an increasing number of beads from other chains, reducing its ability to distinguish between beads from the same chain and those from other chains. The segment-segment interactions tend to become ''balanced out'' so that when the system reaches the melt state the chains become conformationally ideal again. Our simulation results show these three concentration regions clearly, and below we demonstrate how the key properties change as functions of concentration. However, we must bear in mind that in our model the entanglement effect ͑which is caused by physical connectivity of the beads on a chain͒ is not included completely and in the highly concentrated region we expect the polymers to behave like Rouse chains, which is acceptable for the chain conformational distribution, but not for the dynamical properties.
Radius of gyration
The change in the size of a typical polymer chain as concentration increases is conveniently characterized by the ratio ␣ gyr ()ϵR gyr ()/R gyr (0), which is shown as a function of number density of beads in Fig. 7 . First we consider the F1 class system in a moderate solvent ͑i.e., Aϭ8.0͒. In the dilute region (Ͻ2.0), the radius of gyration of the coil R gyr drops steadily as increases. Entering the concentrated region ͑ca. 2.0ϽϽ15.0͒, R gyr decreases more dramatically and follows the scaling law ␣ gyr ϰ . In the highly concentrated region, Ͼ15.0, R gyr increases with , indicating a return to Rouse-like conformational statistics. This is the general pattern for the F1 system in different solvents and, in fact, in better solvents ͑i.e., increasing magnitude of A͒ the changes are even more pronounced ͑e.g., for Aϭ16 and 25͒ and takes place at lower for larger A values. For the F0 system, since l 0 ϭ0, the concentrated region is more ex-
Normalized radius of gyration ␣ gyr () ϵR gyr ()/R gyr (0) as a function of number density of beads in different solvents for both the F0 and F1 systems with Nϭ12. Table V . In good solvents, the scaling theory predicts that ϭ(1Ϫ2)/2(3Ϫ1)ϭϪ1.25 ͓30͔. Unfortunately, there are only a few experimental results available. Some confirm the theory ͓40,41͔, whereas others give a smaller value ϭϪ0.08 ͓42͔. Our results show a much faster decrease in R gyr as concentration increases and the data suggest that Ϸ/2Ϸ0.3. The simulations of Browstow and Drewmak, also with only EV repulsion, gave ϭ0.2 ͓43͔. We suggest that this more dramatic decrease in chain dimension with increasing concentration of the solution is caused by the lack of topological entanglement in our model. Additional topological constraints would restrict the degree of shrinkage of the chains with increasing concentration.
The return to a Rouse-like chain conformational distribution in the concentrated region for the F1 system can be seen in more detail in the change in the probability distribution function of R gyr with as shown in Fig. 8 . As increases the polymer coils become smaller and the distribution curve shifts to the left until the system enters the highly concentrated region where the distribution curve starts to move back to the right toward the distribution of a flexible coil in a solvent.
The rms bond length b also changes with increasing . Table VI gives the value of b as a function of for the F1 system with Aϭ25.0. As we can see, b decreases as increases, then achieves a minimum and begins to increase again, indicating the return to Rouse chain behavior.
Self-diffusion coefficient
The ratio of the self-diffusion coefficient to its value in the zero density limit, ␣ cm , as a function of is shown in Fig. 9 . Below the highly concentrated region, as increases, D cm decreases, gradually at first in the dilute region and then more steeply in the concentrated region, where D cm follows the scaling law, ␣ cm ϰ D . The values of the scaling exponent D obtained from the simulation data are presented in Table V . Again, the value of the exponent depends on solvent quality, with a better solvent giving a more negative value of D . In a good solvent the value of D predicted by scaling theory is Ϫ1.75, which has been confirmed by experiment ͓44͔. One of our F1 systems with Aϭ50.0, has a similar value D ϭϪ1.70. In the highly concentrated region, since there are no topological constraints in our systems, the value of D cm starts to increase as a result of the decreasing impact of the EV effect, approaching the value characteristic of a Rouse chain. This unrealistic feature is again caused by the lack of physical entanglement.
Viscosity
The experimental results for various real polymer-solvent systems show that the relative viscosity r can be described by a stretched exponential function of , r ϭexp(a x ), in the dilute region, where a is a constant typical of each polymer, and by a power law, r ϰ in the concentrated region ͓39͔.
The values of r obtained from our simulations as function of the coil-overlap parameter ͓͔ are shown in Fig. 10 . We reproduced the experimental trends in that the data in the dilute region follow a stretched exponential form and in the concentrated region a power law. Table V shows that the value of exponent depends on solvent quality. In the highly concentrated region r becomes less sensitive to . Figure 12 shows ev as function of the coil-overlap parameter. In the dilute region the interchain EV forces are small and the viscosity of the system is close to the Rouse value. In the concentrated region the interchain EV forces dominate and the viscosity increases markedly with density. As the systems become highly concentrated, the net effects of the EV forces begin to disappear and viscosity decreases toward that of the Rouse chain again. This latter unrealistic feature is again caused by partially neglecting the topological constraints of the chains using this coarse-grained model.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A model excluded-volume potential of the form ␤u ev (r) ϭA exp(Ϫr 2 /2 2 ) with ϭ0.25 and various values of A is shown to give a reasonable description of the segmentsegment interactions for flexible polymers in solution over a wide concentration range. The simulation results give a clear picture of how the segment-segment interactions contribute to both static and dynamical properties of a model polymer solution and how these properties change as the system becomes increasingly concentrated. Comparisons with experiments reveal the strengths and limitations of our model.
In the limit of infinite dilution the static and dynamical properties agree quite well with theoretical predictions. In addition, the model exhibits the correct behavior for the chain dimensions in the whole concentration range as increases. In the dilute region the coil size decreases slowly, in the concentrated region the shrinkage of the coil follows a scaling law, and in the highly concentrated region the coil size begins to increase again. The dynamical properties, the self-diffusion coefficient of the center of mass, D cm , the relative viscosity r , and the specific viscosity sp also show the correct trends in both dilute and concentrated regions. In the highly concentrated region, however, there is a return to Rouse-like behavior-which is not realistic. This is a deficiency of the coarse-graining procedure which we suggest fails to capture important aspects of the polymer en- tanglement, which would require a model including physical connectivity of the beads.
We conclude that the coarse-grained segment-segment interactions capture quite well the static properties of real polymer chains in the whole concentration range. Although the contraction of polymer coils in the concentrated region in our model is more extreme than in a real polymer solution. This indicates that in the concentrated region the topological constraints or entanglements of chains present should restrict significantly the decrease of coil size with increasing concentration, which will limit the ability of the polymer molecules to contract to avoid the interchain excluded volume repulsions.
The entanglement effects influence the dynamical behavior of the chains in the concentrated region and dominate those in the highly concentrated region. In real polymers the entanglement makes D cm decrease more dramatically with increasing concentration. It also makes sp increase faster in the concentrated region and keep increasing in the highly concentrated region. Clearly, excluded-volume aspects of the present model do not represent the real entanglement effects originating in the uncrossability of the chains, which dominates the dynamical behavior in the very concentrated state. Nevertheless, our model does have many satisfactory features, bearing in mind its simplicity and computational efficiency, and should form the basis for future refinements.
